What to Expect in First Grade
Reading:


Ask and answer questions about key details in text.



Retell key details from a story.



Describe characters, setting, and major events in a story.



Compare and contrast experiences of characters in familiar stories.



Read emergent-reader texts with purpose and understanding.



Read high frequency words by sight.



Read poetry fluently.



Blend sounds to make words.



Name the different parts of a nonfiction book.

Writing:


Write to tell an opinion.



Write to inform/explain.



Write to narrate events in the order in which they occurred (sequence).

Language:


Label the subject and predicate of a sentence.



Form regular plural nouns by adding /s/ or /es/.



Capitalize the first word in a sentence and the pronoun “I”.



Match nouns and verbs in a sentence.



Use commas correctly in a sentence.



Use conjunctions correctly in a sentence.



Use pronouns correctly in a sentence.



Use adjectives to describe nouns in a sentence.

Math- Patterning and Counting
o Count Forward and backward.
o Skip Count.
o Count by ones to 120.

o Count by tens to 120.
o Identify Number Patterns
Math- Modeling and Addition and Subtraction


Use objects and drawings to solve addition and subtraction problems.

Math- Numbers to 120


Read,write, and represent numbers to 120 using objects with a written
numeral.



Show place value of two-digit numbers.



Use place value to compare two-digit numbers using symbols.



Find 10 more and 10 less than a two digit number without having to count.

Math- Properties and Strategies of Addition and Subtraction


Counting on to solve addition and subtraction problems.



Using double facts to help add.



Understand the properties(commutative, and associative)

Math- Geometry /Fractions


Define 2-D and 3-D shapes.



Compose and Decompose 2-D and 3-D shapes.



Identify equal and unequal parts.



Identify half, and fourths.

Math- Measurement and Data


Order objects by length.



Compare lengths of three objects.



Measure length using nonstandard objects.



Solve real world measurement problems.



Tell and write time in hours and half hours using analog and digital clocks.

Math-Two-Digit Addition and Subtraction

Add and subtract 2-digit numbers using manipulative and drawings.

